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READING and WRITING ASSESSMENTS: This week, students will be
taking a reading comprehension benchmark test.  They’ll be
independently reading two passages and answering questions about
those passages.  They’ll also be taking a writing prompt this week.
This prompt is a compare/contrast essay.  Your child has learned
about and practiced doing this sort of writing already, so he/she is
prepared!

READING, WRITING, LISTENING, and SOCIAL STUDIES:  Our January
read-aloud is The Year of the Dog by Grace Lin.  This is our writing
mentor text. Third graders are working on chapter 2 of their memoirs
this month.  Students have reviewed ways to come up with topics,
how to plan writing, how to write introductions, how to write a rough
draft, how to write a conclusion, writing events in order, writing an
ending, revising, editing, and publishing.

MATH:  This week we will continue to work on division as we work on
chapter 7� Division Facts and Strategies.   Students are working to
read, understand, and solve more complicated division problems
more independently.  Our math focus this week is dividing by 5,
dividing by 3, and dividing by 4.



HOMEWORK:   This week’s homework packet includes independent
reading to be logged and math practice papers. The practice papers
are from our school’s math program, and are There are no spelling
words for this week.  The reading log and the math practice sheets
should be returned on Friday (1/21/22).

SPELLING: This week students will not have spelling words to study,
but they’ll still be working on spelling.  While we are still waiting for
our Third Grade Fundations program to arrive (it’s back ordered since
July 2021), we are brushing up on and learning skills previously
taught in the program.  Students worked on ing words last week.  This
week we will be practicing all words (all is a glued sound) and the
Bonus Letter Rule.  Here are a few definitions:

“Glued” Sounds are made of letters that keep their individual sound but are glued
together.

Bonus Letter Rule – At the end of a one-syllable word, if the word has one vowel,
followed immediately by an f, l, or s at the end, double that consonant. (The extra f, l, or
s is considered a bonus letter because it is extra.

Some examples of words that follow the Bonus Letter Rule are ball,
fall, off, and floss.  Each day, students learn new rules or review and
practice old rules.  This information impacts their spelling, reading,
and writing.  Then they carefully write a few sound combinations,
related words, and two sentences.  Surprisingly, many students are
struggling to use punctuation, even when copying the sentence.
They’re also re-learning proper letter formation, capitals, and
spacing.  Some of this work is being done in a special Fundations
workbook (which did arrive).  This workbook will be sent home at the
end of the year.  Then you can see the progress that your child has
made.  You may already see improvements in your child’s handwriting
and spelling.  I hope so.



SCIENCE:   We are still working on our plant and animal adaptation
unit.  This week we will do the following Mystery Science
investigations: Where do plants grow best?,  Why are butterflies so
colorful?, and Where can you find whales in the desert?

************

Inspirational Quote:
Don’t put a limit on anything.  The more you dream the further you get.

-Michael Phelps, 22 medals.
*******

Thanks so much for reading this week’s newsletter!  I wish you a
productive week!

Sincerely,
Meg Bakken


